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Figure 1: Situated dashboard sketching scenarios of participants. From left to right: P4 sketched multiple panels scattered around
the office close to relevant subjects (top) and a single panel (bottom); P1 used situated dashboards to control physical referents:
air-conditioner, blinds, etc.; P5 grouped categories of information in panels (bottom) and placed them around the room (top); P3
sketched three tabletop-situated dashboards; P6 used situated dashboard to playback time series data as situated visualizations:
energy consumption as colored highlights (top), coffee consumption as number of cups (middle), and playback of camera footage
via holograms (bottom). P2 decided not to sketch.

ABSTRACT

Situated Visualization is an emerging field that unites several areas -
visualization, augmented reality, human-computer interaction, and
internet-of-things, to support human data activities within the ubiq-
uitous world. Likewise, dashboards are broadly used to simplify
complex data through multiple views. However, dashboards are
only adapted for desktop settings, and requires visual strategies to
support situatedness. We propose the concept of AR-based situated
dashboards and present design considerations and challenges devel-
oped over interviews with experts. These challenges aim to propose
directions and opportunities for facilitating the effective designing
and authoring of situated dashboards.

Index Terms: Situated Dashboard, Dashboard Design, Situated
Analytics, Data Visualization, Augmented Reality

1 INTRODUCTION

Data is ubiquitous in the physical world around us. A person may
desire to understand more about some passive referent, or to keep
informed of the state of some actively updating referent [19]. With
augmented reality (AR) head-mounted displays (HMD), it is possible
to decrease the level of spatial indirection between the referent and
its data, such that it is displayed close to or even embedded on top
of each other [39]. Thus, many works on situated visualization have
sought to minimize this indirection, whether it be to overlay AR
visualizations directly on top of grocery store products [12], display
information about a building next to it [31], or show temporal data
next to temperature sensors in a building [19].
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In the physical world, we are bound by physical constraints. In
particular, the design of situated visualization is influenced by its nav-
igational requirements [24]. For example, if the physical referents
are spread across a large area, the use of embedded visualizations
may be problematic due to the physical and mental effort required to
locate and navigate to the referents. Thus, using a many-to-one view
may help consolidate such spatially distributed information into a
singular visual representation [24].

In traditional desktop computing, visualization dashboards are
vital in their ability to also consolidate large amounts of disparate
information into a format that provides an overview of the data.
Dashboards are particularly useful for hiding the complexities of the
logical world from end-users, making data easily accessible without
the end-user needing to know where and how the data comes from.

Therefore, we propose the concept of AR-based situated dash-
boards. While viewing the data in its exact physical context can
be useful, situated dashboards may accommodate situations where
needing to be in said physical context is too cumbersome or im-
practical. For example, an AR-situated dashboard might provide
a factory manager with the status of all operations on the floor at
any moment’s notice. The application could then help the manager
navigate to a problematic areas of the factory (e.g., using situated
AR navigational instructions [26, 31]). The dashboard may then
transition into an embedded view [39] for the manager to engage in
problem-solving within the physical context.

While traditional visualization dashboards are commonplace, and
are technically already in use in many situated contexts, there has
been little to no exploration on the use of situated dashboards in AR,
which is now arguably the de-facto standard for situated visualization
[5, 35]. The possibilities of situated dashboards are vast, and there
is no clear definition or approach for how they can be designed,
created, or even evaluated. In this position paper, we establish a
preliminary understanding of situated dashboards through a set of
six interviews with researchers in both situated visualization and AR.
Our interviews focus on understanding experts’ perception about
situated dashboards, design considerations, and potential challenges
of designing and authoring situated dashboards.
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2 RELATED WORK

Since our study is focused on assessing dashboard design for situated
visualization, we surveyed the literature on: (1) dashboard design
considerations and (2) situated visualizations.

2.1 Dashboard Design
Dashboards are broadly used in business intelligence to support
users in analyzing complex data sets through multiple views [38]
and the coordination between them [34]. Dashboard design guide-
lines emerged to advise visual perception, information load, and
interactions (e.g. [6,8,13,17,18,21,30]). Popular visualization tools
like Tableau and PowerBI contain huge galleries of templates in
order to generate dashboards. However, such systems are challeng-
ing to use for non-experts. On the other hand, researchers make
efforts to provide authoring and visualization recommendations tools
(e.g. [22, 27, 40]). Recently Bach et al. [1] surveyed dashboard de-
signs and detailed 48 design patterns. They mapped solutions: data
abstraction, screenspace organizing, grouping of elements, relations
encoding and the interaction or personalization in the dashboard
design process. Despite those studies being focused on conventional
displays, we considered those solutions to prepare the questions.

2.2 Situated Visualization
Willett et al. [39] defined situated visualizations as a situated data
representation in a relevant location where the representations are
connected to physical referents. When referents are not accessible,
referents can be represented using scaled 3D models (proxies) [32].
Bressa et al. [5] surveyed studies and proposed perspectives to cate-
gorize the concept of situatedness: (1) space puts emphasis on the
spatial organization and relationship between the physical environ-
ment and visualizations; (2) time focuses on the distance in time
between the gathered data and its presentation; (3) place considers
the meaningful location where users act; (4) activity refers to the
human activities that designers need to consider with visualizations
being appropriated to contexts; and (5) community emphasizes in
the audience, i.e., designers and developers. Each perspective opens
challenges and motives our intention to design dashboards.

Recently, active proxy dashboard was proposed to analyze ab-
stract visualizations from proxies through tangible interactions [33].
The main idea is to build binding events between proxies and data
representations, allowing analysts to interact directly with proxies
and visualizations that are displayed on conventional screens. Al-
though the advantages of analyzing inaccessible referents and using
powerful known displays, limitations about place and activity per-
spectives emerged. The context-dependent from human activities
relies on context recreation difficulties. We believe that authoring
tools will be closer to creating dashboards context-independent.

Furthermore, multiple studies seek to standardize properties and
to establish guidelines that mitigate the challenges of multiple situ-
ated views. Batch et al. [3] evaluated different ways of view manage-
ment and identified properties to consider in future implementations.
More formally, Lee et al. [24] identified patterns, dimensions, and
guidelines on how to investigate situated visualization.

3 INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY

A main contribution of our work is the results from semi-structured
expert interviews of six AR and/or visualization researchers. The
interviews aim to characterize challenges and opportunities for situ-
ated dashboard design. A focus group approach was not considered
due to timeline constraints.

The participants were recruited through convenience sampling,
and had varying levels of expertise in AR, data visualization, and
situated visualization. Four of the six participants have published at
least one paper on situated visualization/analytics. Three participants
were interviewed in person, and the other three were interviewed
remotely. The session started with the participants describing their

perception of situated dashboards. They were then tasked with
ideating an AR HMD based situated dashboard for their typical
workday at the office. At this time, the in-person participants were
provided with pen and paper and the remote participants with Ex-
calidraw board. While most participants used these, one remote
participant chose not to sketch during the session but later emailed
us a sketch. Another remote participant only described their ideas
verbally. Throughout this process, participants were encouraged to
articulate their thoughts regarding various aspects of their designs,
including features, context, interactions, user experience, and po-
tential implementation challenges. During this time the participants
were also asked to reflect on their past experiences and talk about
workflows for implementing situated visualizations. Following a
reflexive thematic analysis method [4], we collected, transcribed,
and analyzed the interview data.

4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF SITUATED DASHBOARDS

Our participants’ perceptions of situated dashboards and their de-
sign considerations were fragmented, with diverse and sometimes
conflicting views. Motivated by solutions proposed in the literature
(Section 2.1), we discuss five main considerations: (1) What con-
tent do situated dashboards display; (2) What do they look like; (3)
Where are they situated; (4) What interactions do they facilitate; and
(5) How can they be customized?

4.1 Content of Situated Dashboards

When asked what they thought “dashboards” meant, most partici-
pants associated the term with data visualization. According to P4,
P1, P5, and P2, a dashboard contains information from multiple
sources that serves as an overview or summary. P3 identified this
overview as the differentiating factor between situated visualization
and a situated dashboard. However, they also defined a dashboard
not by its content but by its ability to control something. Thus,
a dashboard is “a surface where we will be able to control some-
thing.” By this definition, seeing the data alone is not sufficient to
be considered a dashboard.

For “situated dashboards”, P6 preferred a narrower definition. In
their words: “a dashboard needs to have more than one visualization
about the same group of elements of physical objects. So when I
hear a situated dashboard, it would mean that there are at least
two visualizations about a specific object or a specific part of the
physical workspace.” P5 provided some considerations about the
selection of content for a situated dashboard. According to them, the
information shown on a situated dashboard depends on: (1) where
the dashboard is placed in the environment; (2) who the user is; and
(3) what information is important to the user in a target situation.
Another important consideration, as pointed out by P5, is the privacy
of the information presented on the dashboard, particularly if the
situated dashboard is placed in a shared context.

4.2 Appearance of Situated Dashboards

When asked to design a situated dashboard, all participants laid out
their visualizations on a rectangular 2D space (Figure 1). P1, P3,
and P6 used a single panel to display all information. P5 instead
used multiple panels, with each containing a group of relevant infor-
mation. These panels were then scattered near their referents. P4
designed for both scenarios. When using a single panel for display-
ing multiple data sources, P4 designed their dashboard in such a way
that the layout of the dashboard changes dynamically to focus on the
information that is most relevant to the location or task of the user.

P6 went even further by creating associations between individual
visualizations on their dashboard and physical referents through
visual links (red lines on P6’s sketch in Figure 1). Their intention
with this was to “to see the data streaming from the physical referent
to the dashboard to the visualization itself.”



4.3 Situatedness of the Dashboard
According to P6, “you don’t situate the dashboard, you situate the
information from the dashboard.” All participants agreed that a
situated dashboard should be in a specific context where it provides
relevant and actionable information to users. As an example, P6 sug-
gested that situated dashboards could be placed in the environment
in order to playback time series data as situated visualizations.

P2 pointed out that the contents of a dashboard could be situated
either near a physical referent, or near a tangible or virtual proxy
of said referent [32]. They gave the example of a factory manager
having a situated dashboard which was positioned near a tangible
or virtual model of factory machinery in their office. P3 cautioned
against the embedding of dashboards directly onto referents, stating

“I would have a hard time situating a dashboard into a very specific
object, because if a dashboard is a lot of info why would I want
to stick that to one object, unless that object was related to all
the information.” As a possible workaround, P4 suggested that the
dashboard’s layout could dynamically change according to the user’s
context in order to minimize clutter. For example, during lunchtime,
food-related data would mainly be shown on the dashboard with
everything else being minimized. During work hours however, the
availability of co-workers would be shown instead.

Additionally, as P6 pointed out, not all data inherently has a
spatial relationship with a physical referent, and thus it is not always
straightforward to decide where to situate such data. In these cases,
participants situated their dashboard design somewhere which they
said would be most convenient for them to access. For example, P1,
P4, and P5 all indicated they would choose to place a dashboard
near their work desk. For P1 and P5 in particular, they emphasized
the importance of the dashboard being within arm’s reach for easy
interaction, particularly if the dashboard contained many interactive
controls. For similar reasons, P3 suggested placing a dashboard on
top of their students’ desks to facilitate interactive teaching activities.

4.4 Interacting with the Dashboard
When asked what modalities they would expect to use with situated
dashboards, all participants suggested using mid-air hand, eye gaze,
and tangible interactions. Voice input was not a preferred modality.
P6 cited that it “might be hard to use in noisy environments”, and P4
and P5 stated that it would likely be uncomfortable to use in public.

As previously mentioned, most participants would rather interact
with dashboards that are within arm’s reach, and would therefore
avoid interacting with dashboards that were far away. In such a
scenario, P5 said they would use the dashboard to only look at
information, not interact with it. P4 instead said that gaze interaction
on a distant dashboard could be a way to perform certain tasks. They
proposed gazing at a calendar on the dashboard, which would then
open it on their personal computer for them to make changes on it.

Other participants described alternative methods for interacting
with the dashboard. P1 mentioned their dislike of mid-air interaction,
suggesting that a mobile application or tangible slider could be used
to manipulate the data and/or referent instead. P3 similarly suggested
that the dashboard could be aligned against a tabletop surface, with
physical objects being used to interact with the dashboard.

When asked how to perform basic visualization tasks, P2 pro-
posed that data could automatically be filtered based on the physical
proximity of the user to the referent. In contrast, P4 suggested that
data could be manually filtered using checkboxes. They also envi-
sioned using a pinch gesture to zoom into specific visualizations for
more details, or by grab and dropping a visualization onto a sec-
ondary panel to expand it. Following the same overview first, zoom
and filter mantra [36], P1 described a “reactive situated dashboard”
which changes its level of detail via proxemics [20]. Alternatively,
P1 suggested that the user could “focus [their gaze] on something
for an extended period of time, [...], it gets the information and you
get more details on your dashboard.”

4.5 Customizing the Dashboard

P2 and P4 emphasized the need to provide customization support
for end-users to personalize their experiences with their situated
dashboard. P4 suggested providing “building blocks” so that end-
users “can build a solution that they need.” However, P4 also
acknowledged the limitations of using building blocks to author
entire situated dashboards. While it may be relatively easy to provide
simple means to customize the layout of the dashboard, for example,
they noted that “[considering the] whole situated thing and like the
context switching and so on [...] it becomes a lot more complicated.”

5 CHALLENGES

We now discuss several challenges associated with situated dash-
boards. Most of them are based on the interviews, and others are
based on our own internal discussions. Note that some challenges
apply to the broader subject of situated visualization and analytics.

5.1 C1: (Situated) Authoring of Situated Dashboards

Despite it not being a common discussion topic in our interviews,
we believe that the authoring process of situated dashboards is an
obvious next step and research challenge.

An important consideration is the level of expertise expected of
the end-user. At present, a small number of situated analytics toolkits
exist—most notably, RagRug [19]. When talking about their typical
workflow for implementing situated visualization with RagRug, P1
stated that it was easy to use while P3 firmly stated it was not. This
disagreement between our own participants suggests the need for
situated analytic toolkits that are easier for novices to use.

We believe this need is exacerbated when considering the po-
tential end-users of such a toolkit. While most related work has
considered situated analytics in some specific domain (e.g., building
maintenance [29], sports [25]), we speculate that situated dashboards
could be used in any context that involves data. Rather than devising
a “one size fits all” application, end-users with limited expertise may
want or need to customize and/or personalize their situated dash-
boards to suit their goals, data sources, and physical environments.
Consider a restaurant manager who wants to have an AR situated
dashboard to keep track of stock levels. Instead of hiring an expert
to create the dashboard, the manager wants to do it by themself to
properly tailor it to their own preferences and needs. The toolkit
therefore needs to be simple enough for even laypersons to use, but
be expressive enough to have utility in a wide range of scenarios.

The best authoring paradigm however is unclear. In broader
immersive analytics, authoring systems range from text-based speci-
fications (e.g., [7, 37]) to GUIs (e.g., [9]) to fully embodied interac-
tions (e.g., [10]). The latter approach would likely involve “building
blocks”, as P4 suggested, to allow end-users to easily build situated
dashboards without complex grammars or code. Other researchers
have also suggested this approach [23], but it can limit expressive-
ness if not enough presets and templates are provided. That said, if
situated dashboards were instead used as interaction panels as per P3
and P5, then complex visualization toolkits may not even be needed.

P5 and P3 had expressed frustrations in creating AR visualiza-
tions. At present, deployment requires a switch between develop-
ment and situated contexts, incurring a high temporal and cognitive
cost. Tools like Corsican Twin [29] circumvent this by allowing
authoring of situated visualizations immediately in the physical envi-
ronment itself. This form of situated authoring would likely be ideal
for creating situated dashboards in the future. Situated authoring
may also serve to explicitly connect and link the data of referents to
the dashboard’s visualizations. Ivy by Ens et al. [14] demonstrates
this idea by using 3D visual links to connect data nodes in a 3D
environment together. While certainly straightforward, such direct
linking might not be practical when referents are either too far away,
too high in number, or are not spatially registered. RagRug [19]



provides a more standardized solution to link data sources to visu-
alizations via MQTT, but this approach may be too technical for
laypeople. Thus, finding an appropriate solution for this would be
paramount for situated dashboards (and visualization as a whole).

The concept of context-awareness came up numerous times in
our interviews. The dashboard may change and adapt depending on
contextual factors, such as changing views based on the user’s spatial
proximity to referents. The challenge here is not only ensuring the
system itself is context-aware [2], but also to investigate how the
end-user might best define dashboard adaptations based on their
chosen contextual factors.

5.2 C2: Dashboard Layout & Scalability

The choice of dashboard layout may be challenging as this influ-
ences its effectiveness. The standard approach would be to use
2D dashboards as floating panels. Their similarity to conventional
dashboards may prove to be their strength, and all participants only
considered 2D visualizations in our interviews. In contrast, no
participants mentioned using 3D visualizations at all, which is un-
surprising given their perception issues and propensity to occlude.
P2, however raised an interesting point in that a 3D proxy comprised
of multiple referents may function as a dashboard (i.e., proxsituated
visualization [32]). While the proxy would look like a 3D world-in-
miniature, its purpose would serve mostly as a 3D overview of the
full environment rather than for navigation or manipulation [11]. It
may be that while a 2D dashboard provides a familiar overview of
the data, a 3D dashboard may perform better when understanding
the spatial layout of the data and referent is paramount.

The question of scalability also arose in our interviews. P1 sug-
gested that having too many visualizations on a dashboard would
necessitate some form of filtering. This filtering may be automatic
based on context or be performed manually by the end-user. Alter-
nate representations of data may also need to be employed. Rather
than one visualization per referent, all referents could be aggregated
into a single one. The trade-off however is that it may unintentionally
hide important information. A third approach may be to embrace
the large number of visualizations. As immersive devices are of-
tentimes touted by their ability for large workspaces, dashboards
could be infinitely scaled to present large amounts of data. While
this may obscure the surrounding environment in an AR context, a
cross-virtuality setup could be employed to transition the end-user
into VR, resulting in a “focused” mode to analyse the dashboard’s
data. How best to handle this scalability issue remains unclear.

5.3 C3: Placement and Interaction of Dashboards

From our interviews, the placement of situated dashboards depends
on the data and the end-user’s intention to interact with it. While it
might be imperative to place the dashboards in places where it pro-
vides actionable information to users (i.e., nearby the referent), many
participants preferred the dashboard to be at arm’s reach to make
interaction easier. Even so, arm’s reach may require the dashboard
to float in mid-air, or be overlaid against a wall or table to enable
touch-like input. This demonstrates a challenge in balancing be-
tween proper situatedness of the dashboard, and ease of interaction
regardless of the end-users physical proximity to the referent.

Interestingly however, no participants talked about how a situated
dashboard might move with the end-user throughout the physical
environment, even though proximity to referents was the main ex-
ample given for context-aware dashboards. It is safe to assume that
dashboards could be moved manually, but automatic solutions may
also be employed (e.g., [16]). However, dashboards can vary greatly
in terms of their size, content, and appearance. It might even be
imperative that a specific dashboard be placed next to its referents,
acting as a hard requirement for its placement. Future work may
consider these factors and determine how best to address them.

5.4 C4: Navigation between Dashboard and Referent
P6 briefly described how visualizations on a situated dashboard
could be associated with referents. This can be considered as an
overview first, zoom and filter interaction [36]. The end-user identi-
fies a referent on the dashboard, then navigates to its physical loca-
tion which may contain other situated or embedded visualization(s).
This may require a form of visual guidance by the system. If the
referent is in close proximity, simple attention guidance like a visual
link is enough (e.g., [28]). If further away, a more complete naviga-
tion technique might need to be employed instead (e.g., [26, 31])).
Willett et al. [39] suggested that visualizations could transition from
non-situated to situated to embedded. Thus, an interesting consider-
ation is whether a transition occurs between the dashboard and any
situated/embedded visualizations on the referent. If both dashboard
and referent visualizations use the same idiom, then this is trivial:
use the same visualization. But if they use different idioms, then
designing a suitable transition may prove challenging.

5.5 C5: Moving in/out/between Situated Environments
While our interviews discussed what makes a situated dashboard
“situated”, an interesting consideration is what happens when the
user moves in, out, or between configured situated environments.
Consider someone walking into a store. Does a dashboard of store
prices suddenly appear in front of them, or is it fixed near the store’s
entrance? Now consider the same person moving to another store,
with it also having its own situated dashboard application. Does the
same dashboard change content, does a new dashboard appear and
replace the other, or do multiple dashboards appear simultaneously?
These questions relate to the broader societal context surrounding
each situated environment. If situated dashboards become ubiq-
uitous and are loaded on-the-fly as we move about the physical
world, how does the system manage each situated environment?
Who decides who “owns” a particular spatial region in which a dash-
board or visualizations appears in? For situated analytics to become
commonplace, these questions likely need to be addressed.

5.6 C6: Collaborative and Remote Situated Evironments
Given that AR allows users to interact with real scenarios and permits
direct communication, collaborative and remote approaches must
be studied [15]. Our proposal about situated dashboards is not
limited to collaborative and remote tasks of conventional authoring
tools. We go beyond proxsituated visualizations [32] and envision
remote authoring situated dashboards. Although tangible interaction
performs helpful in some scenarios, the collaborative work would get
huge benefits by sharing non-accessible non-reproducible referents.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this position paper, we proposed and investigated the concept
of situated dashboards. We identified key design considerations
and challenges through interviews with six researchers in (situated)
visualization and/or AR. It is apparent that there is no singular
agreed upon definition of situated dashboards, let alone their design,
behavior, and interactivity. Thus, future work on situated dashboards
and analytics as a whole may need to support a wide range of
different designs and contexts, in order to support the needs of a
wide range of end-users. The challenges we identified thus serve as
future research directions in service of this broader goal.
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